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The Jug Of Death
 
Imagine, if you will:
 
They called it ‘the Big Rain’.
 
It was a feature of the terraforming process, when Humans colonized barren
lifeless worlds and turned them into living, breathing places in which to
live. After a decade or sometimes longer of terraforming, seeding the
atmosphere with moisture, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide – and anything
else a particular planet needed to reach the point where it could support life,
the atmosphere would reach a tipping point where the build-up would result
in almost continuous rain. Sometimes it would last months, years even –
forming lakes, seas and oceans, flooding lower-lying regions completely.
That’s why these installations were always built on high ground – so that
they wouldn’t become submerged by a new sea or ocean – which would
result in rather awkward moments in company board meetings, to be sure.
That time was coming, soon. Samuel Janus Yackley couldn’t wait for the
rain.
 
Not that Sam enjoyed rain that much, even though he remembered the
sound of it on an old tin roof from his childhood and how good it felt to
listen to it from under a thick pile of warm fluffy blankets! No, that’s not
why. When it started to rain like it did during the Big Rain, it meant his job
at the atmosphere processing plant on Atooin would be done, and he could
collect his final pay packet – a sizeable sum combined with a severance
bonus – and go back home again. Aside from a few too-short vacations,
Sam had spent nine years, three months and sixteen days on Atooin, and
frankly, he was sick and tired of the planet! The pale, sickly-looking yellow
sky was still slightly jaundiced, even though it had turned decidedly bluer
of late – but not yet blue enough!
 
Where was home? For Sam that was Mars, a blue planet in the Home
System, next door neighbor to Earth. Long ago terraformed, Mars was
home to over a billion people now. Tesla City – one of the large cities that
dotted the surface, was where his family lived – in a large house



overlooking the placid waters of the Great Canal, paid for by Sam’s labors.
It only rained there once a week, Sam longingly thought, maybe once every
two weeks. But when the rain started to fall here…
 
Aside from the massive resources put towards the terraforming process, the
Company also retained a small detachment of scientists on Atooin to
investigate any potential archeological discoveries etc. As it happened,
ruins of an alien civilization had been discovered on the planet, and signs of
it being quite a populous place at one time, although the beings that lived
there – as much as ten million years previously – had not been quite
Human. They couldn’t have been, considering the atmosphere the place
used to have – being mostly methane, laced with carbon monoxide and
other gases…
 
The door to Yackley’s small private office opened and a deputy stuck his
head inside, interrupting his ruminations.
“Sheriff?” The short balding man in the blue uniform greeted tersely.
“Trouble down at the Crazy Eight. Looks like you were right!”
 

Samuel Janus Yackley was the Sheriff of the settlement that had grown up
around the atmospheric processing plant on Atooin. Things were usually
quiet on Atooin, with just a few minor crimes to worry about – the average
assault, the occasional brawl at the bar, coupled with the usual police work
that kept any enclosed, isolated settlement running smoothly.
 
“Again?” Yackley muttered irritated. “Ah, fer feck’s seyks! Idjits! When’ll
they learn?”
 
On average, crime was usually a bit of a headache for law enforcement
personnel everywhere, but it wasn’t ordinary crime that gave Yackley such
a headache, at least, not on that particular day. Nor was it any ordinary
perpetrator behind the recent spate of unusual crimes… no – it was an
ordinary-looking silver ornamental jug, just about the size of a quart. It had
no markings, save for a few scuff marks and a myriad of small dents and
chips it had sustained over its very long lifetime.
 



The object was uncovered by a couple of workers just over a year prior,
while they were leveling and clearing land to be used to expand the atmo-
processing plant just south of the main complex. The item was spotted by a
worker and dug out by hand from the dry, lifeless Atooin soil. It looked like
it had been tucked into an alcove in what turned out to be the buried
remnants of a low stone wall, which had resembled some kind of
foundation. The workers – who were well on the way to getting the job
finished ahead of schedule, were keen on their pending bonuses – and so
the last thing they wanted to do was stop while some lab-coats prodded
around their construction site. Thus, the correct procedures when
uncovering things of that nature hadn’t been followed, in that the
Company’s small company of exo-anthropologists and other lab-coat-
wearing geeks with a keen interest in such things was not notified, and the
man who found the relic kept it quiet and hid it – presumably thinking it
was a rather nice keepsake to take with him one day when he returned home
again.
 
The uncovered alien foundations – which they never found out had
belonged to an ancient temple – were destroyed by the earth-moving
machinery – and since they were now gone, never investigated further.
Anyway, by the end of the next day, the site lay beneath Vent Number 132,
a towering hollow cylindrical chimney that began spewing water moisture
into the planet’s air right on schedule. The workers collected their bonuses,
and their cunning little dodge might never have come to light at all, except
that death seemed to follow this antique silver jug – like a homing pigeon –
well, homing.
 
The first death attributed to the jug was that of its finder, less than a day
later. Greg Bindel, 45 years of age choked to death alone. Investigators
concluded that he’d been chewing on a taco while doing naked aerobics, or
so the story went. A couple of months later, a friend of the deceased who
inherited all the dead man’s possessions, found the jug while going through
them, and decided to keep it for himself. Again, the unfortunate new owner
died within a day – this time of a rather messy accident involving a counter-
top waste disposal unit. Deputies found Mitch Danken slumped over the
kitchen counter in his small apartment, with what was left of his right arm
stuck in the mechanism – his dead eyes fixed on the gleaming silver jug less



than a few feet away from him. As though following a strange pattern, the
mysterious silver jug was again passed on with Danken’s personal effects to
its next new owner, who shortly afterwards followed the first two in a string
of suspicious accidents that rapidly become the basis of Atooin’s growing
new local urban legend!
 
The pattern of mysterious deaths relating to ownership of the jug continued,
from owner to owner – with no discernible signs of foul play – until, just
over a year later, the mysterious alien artifact reached its thirteenth owner…
and even though someone – presumably one of its previous owners – had
marked it with a paper tag tied to the handle, that read “BEWARE! THIS IS
THE JUG OF DEATH!” – owner number thirteen thought it might be a
good idea to auction it off that night at the Crazy Eight, the canteen that
catered to workers at the atmo-processing plant! Even more unbelievably,
someone actually paid good money cash up front, and bought it! There was
a good deal of speculation and congratulations as owner number thirteen
bought a round of drinks for the whole bar – and promptly didn’t die.
Number thirteen congratulated herself and slept very soundly that night.
 
Just thirty hours later however, the Jug of Death’s fourteenth owner was
found stone dead – snuffed out in a mind-boggling domestic accident in his
bathtub inside own locked apartment – with no sign of foul play. The
deputies were completely baffled, and to be honest – a little spooked. So
far, the thirteenth owner of the Jug of Death had been the only person to
have had ownership of the item without actually dying – at least, not yet.
Sheriff Yackley was pretty sure Trucilla Gorny – the seller – felt pretty darn
clever for having outwitted ‘the curse of the Jug of Death’.
 
At any rate, it was at this time that Sheriff Yackley eventually had had
enough of this nonsense, and confiscated the artifact from the crime murder
scene of death. Sam Yackley wasn’t really the superstitious type, but since
none of his deputies would even touch the damn thing at the scene of death
– not even the folks wearing the latex suits and gloves, he gripped it with a
pair of barbecue tongs whilst repeating “T’ain’t mine!” aloud just in case,
like a kind of mantra to ward off harm, and placed it carefully into a plastic
evidence bag. Then he locked it securely away in the squad-room’s
evidence locker – on the top back shelf, in an old cardboard cracker box.
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source of the problem – the jug itself – but what was he supposed to do with
it? Raffle it off? Fill it with soil and plant daisies in it? Use it as a doorstop,
perhaps a spittoon? One thing was certain, he didn’t want it – but the thing’s
reputation had already spread from one end of the complex to the other – so
neither did anyone else! Sam tapped into his creative talent, and one day
tried sending the item away by courier service to an acquaintance working
on another company site in a different system – a guy he didn’t like very
much – but to his horror, Yackley found the box sitting on his desk –
returned, a week later!
 
So one fine day, while little fluffy white clouds slowly formed and
dissolved in the sorta pukey-yellow-with-a-hint-of-blue Atooin sky, Sheriff
Sam Yackley took the box marked “EMPTEE” from the station’s evidence
locker and left without a word. He got into a sheriff’s department jeepo, and
drove out of town towards the badlands on the far side of the settlement.
What happened out there isn’t known for certain – but when he failed to
return by the next day, a search was organized and parties sent out to look
for him. Sam was eventually found a few days later, slumped over behind
the wheel of the jeepo – with the empty box lying open on the seat beside
him – and the silver jug of death clutched firmly in his cold dead hands!
 
Predictably, the mystery didn’t end there – Sheriff Yackley’s untimely death
left more questions than answers …which is precisely why Mr. Sullivan, the
Director in charge of the terraforming colony on Atooin, called an old high
school buddy who just happened to be an admiral in the Terran Space Fleet
– which, in a roundabout way, is how Captain (junior grade) Stuart Flane –
commander of the starship Mercury – came to be staring, mouth agape, at
the image of Admiral Tawney on the private communications viewer in his
quarters.
 
“Are you okay, son?” Said Tawney, concerned. “You just turned kinda
pale.”
Flane snapped his mouth shut with an audible click before responding.
“Would you mind repeating that, if you please, Admiral?” Flane asked in
disbelief.
“It’s really quite a simple request, son.” Tawney replied patiently. “I want
you to go to Atooin – I’ll send you the coordinates – to help the director



there…Jim Sullivan, he’s an old friend of mine… to help him dispose of
an… er, allegedly cursed item.”
 
Flane put a guard on his mouth – his mind was raging with all kinds of
thoughts – disturbing, angry, outrageous thoughts – and he made an effort
to calm down before mounting a reply. He began rubbing his temples with
his index fingers to help him relax. The last thing he wanted to do was to
snap and launch into a tirade starting with “Listen here, you flaming
hypocrite…!” Well, he really wanted to do that – but he didn’t want to have
to face the somewhat predictable consequences of doing it. Considering
Admiral Tawney and other senior officer’s reactions to his reports of
paranormal activity in recent incidents, Flane considered it a bit of
barefaced cheek to now ask him to specifically handle a suspected
paranormal problem for them!
 
“Admiral…sir.” Flane said deliberately after the rather awkward pause.
“May I point out that for the past several months I’ve been all but flayed
alive for virtually every incident report I’ve sent you? You may not believe
the things I put in those reports, sir – but they happened alright!”
 
“I get your meaning, son.” Tawney nodded, looking at his subordinate like a
sort of fatherly figure would look at his favorite, most beloved son. “You’re
thinking I’m being something of a hypocrite, right? But I did say
‘allegedly’, didn’t I?”
 
Flane made another effort to contain his frustration.
 
“Sir,” He stated purposely, “Despite attaching scientific data and
substantiating evidence of events – even in the form of ship’s sensor longs,
I’ve been laughed at, berated, reprimanded, dropped down to the bottom
rung of the promotional ladder – if not kicked off it! I’ve been mocked and
ridiculed for reporting accurately and honestly on the unfortunate – and
very real events that befell my crew – and as for what happened on
Floridia-7, let’s not even go there! Now, after all that – as a personal favor
to a friend – you immediately turn to me the moment you’re confronted
with a possibly paranormal situation? Doesn’t that smell faintly of
hypocrisy to you?”



 
“Well…no… in other words… well, yes.” Tawney stammered, nodding and
seeming to shake his head at the same time. “You seem acquainted with this
sort of thing... Anyway,” he smiled, “the Spook Squad wasn’t available.”
 
“Very funny, Admiral.” Flane sighed, watching the smile fade from the
Admiral’s face. He’d seen those movies too, long ago – and they were every
bit as bad and corny as they sounded. He could even hear the theme song
playing softly in his memory… ‘duh duh dee dah… whoya gonna get? The
Spook Squad!’ The reality was nothing like that at all! “Well, okay then,
send me the gen and we’ll get right on it, sir.”
 
“Thank you, son.” Tawney smiled, actually looking relieved. “I won’t
forget this!”
 
As the call ended and the image on his display faded, Captain Flane
sincerely hoped so. At any rate, if this little gig indeed featured something
supernatural – anything at all – he, Captain Stuart Flane, was going to
ensure that the Admiral never, ever forgot it!
 
A few minutes later, after quickly scanning the file of information about the
assignment the Admiral sent him, Captain Flane returned to the bridge of
the Mercury and took his seat beside his friend and first officer, Commander
Vic Chapman. Vic sent him a curious look.
 
“So what did the old man want?” Vic asked him conversationally. “Another
assignment?”
“I’m afraid so.” Flane nodded. He really wanted to say something about salt
and open wounds, but bit his tongue instead. “You know the old man – a
strange sense of irony.”
“Care to explain?”
“Not really.” Flane replied, a note of irritation in his voice as he digested
the old maxim ‘gripes go up, not down the chain of command’, and figured
‘oh, fuck it!’, “It’s just that for the past few months, I’ve had my ass chewed
off for every report I’ve submitted about all the crazy things that happened
to us lately – the zoms, Floridia-7, those cursed objects, and Hamet…”
“Brigid 4.4.” Vic corrected him.



“Yeah – and now the old man just did a complete 180 degree turn on all of
that, expecting me to forget all the reprimands and ass-kicking I’ve
received, and as a favor to an old friend, asked me to investigate – quote ‘an
alleged supernatural disturbance’ unquote!”
“Oh?” Vic mused, raising his eyebrows. “Sounds interesting.”
“Really?” Stuart Flane asked, surprised.
“No.” Vic grinned at his friend. “I was speaking sarcasm. C’mon, Stu – you
know I hate that stuff too! Zoms, ghosts, haunted paintings, people on fire
in sickbay – the only thing we haven’t encountered out here yet is fucking
vampires!”
“Shush, Vic!” Flane mock-chided him. “Tempting Fate? Seriously? What
are you, crazy?”
Vic chuckled with amusement while Flane called to the helmsman.
“Helm – er, Lieutenant …whatsit!”
An average-looking male in Space Fleet uniform sitting at the helm console
turned to face them.
“Ulrik, sir!” The man at the helm replied. The Captain’s tendency to forget
the names of his crew was already accepted as normal by everyone onboard
– in as much as they hoped it wasn’t the result of crew being replaced often
and at a higher rate than usual.
“Yes, of course – Lieutenant Ulrik…” Flane smiled. “Set a course for
Atooin, maximum cruising speed.”
“Aye, sir.”
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